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ANALYTIC COHOMOLOGY OF

COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS IN A BANACH SPACE

by Imre PATYI

1. Introduction.

Working towards building an analog in infinite dimensions of classical
Stein theory, Lempert in [L3, L5] made it possible to prove vanishing
theorems for sheaf cohomology over pseudoconvex open subsets of a large
class of Banach spaces.

THEOREM 1.1 (Lempert, [L3, Thm. 0.1]). - Let X be a Banach

space with a countable unconditional basis, Q C X pseudoconvex open, F
a Frechet space, C7F the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions X - F.
Then Hq(O, = 0 for all q &#x3E;, 1.

His methods turned out to be applicable in broader contexts as well;
see Pl-P6] . In this paper as a first excursion beyond domains we
study the analytic cohomology of smooth complete intersections (i.e., the
simplest complex Banach manifolds after domains), and prove Theorems
1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 below.

THEOREM 1.2. - Let X, Q be as in Theorem 1.1, E - Q a lzolo-
morphic Banach vector bundle, f E C7(SZ, E) a holomorphic global section

Keywords: Analytic cohomology - Complete intersections.
Math. classification: 32L30 - 32L10 - 46G20.
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an analytic subset of Q, U open with
A C U C S2. Then there is a pseudoconvex open w such that A ewe U.

Theorem 1.2 says that analytic subsets of Q that are defined by
global equations have arbitrarily small pseudoconvex open neighborhoods.
It applies, in particular, to any (possibly singular) hypersurface A c Q,
since any hypersurface can be described as the zero locus of a holomorphic
global section of a holomorphic line bundle on f2.

THEOREM 1.3. - Let X, SZ be as in Theorem = Mo D Me D
... D M complex Banach submanifolds, and assume that Mj

is a hypersurface in for j = 1, ... k. Then Hq (M, = 0 for q &#x3E; 1
and any holomorphic line bundle L - M.

See Theorem 6.2 for a stronger result in a slightly different set-up.

THEOREM 1.4. - Let X, Q, M be as in Theorem 1.3, Z a Banach
space, I Z the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions Z that vanish

on M. Then

for all

(b) Any extends to a

Theorem 1.2 is proved as a consequence of another contribution [L7]
of Lempert on plurisubharmonic domination, while the proofs of Theorems
1.3 and 1.4 are by induction and rely on Theorems 1.1, 1.2, as well as [P2,
Thm. 1.4].

Conventions. - For a sheaf S of Abelian groups over a paracompact
Hausdorff space SZ denote by (Q, S) the direct product of the cohomol-
ogy groups S) for q &#x3E; 1. In this paper we mean by a complex Banach
manifold a paracompact Hausdorff space with an atlas of biholomorphically
related charts onto open sets in the model Banach space. (There is another
notion of complex Banach manifold in [Ll] in which one calls complex Ba-
nach manifold a C°°-smooth Banach manifold endowed with a C°°-smooth

formally integrable almost complex structure. The two definitions agree
in finite dimensions as the classical Newlander-Nirenberg theorem shows,
while they disagree in certain Banach spaces; see [Pl].) In the same vein,
we mean by a holomorphic Banach vector bundle over a complex Banach
manifold (the latter in the above sense) a locally trivial fiber bundle defined
via holomorphic local trivializations, and a holomorphic gluing cocycle with
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values in GL(Z), where the Banach space Z is the fiber type of our Banach
vector bundle. (Again there is a more general notion of holomorphic Banach
vector bundle in [Ll], but we stick to the simpler special case as above.)

2. Pseudoconvex neighborhood bases.

This section proves Theorem 1.2; resume its notation. Let (Z, 11 
be the fiber type of E, Ex the fiber over x E Q. We quote the following.

THEOREM 2.1 (Lempert, [L7, Thm. 1.1]). - Let X, Q be as in
Theorem p : Q - R locally upper bounded. Then there is a

plurisubharmonic : Q - R such that p(z)  for all x E S2.

Moreover,1jJ can be taken in the form where h E W)
is holomorphic from SZ to a Banach space (W, 11 - 11).

THEOREM 2.2 (Lempert, [L7, Thm. 1.4]). - Let X, Q, E be as in
Theorem 1.2. There is a continuous plurisubharmonic function p : E -

[0, oo) such that px p Ex is a norm on the vector space Ex, and (Ex, px)
is isomorphic to as normed spaces for each x E Q.

PROPOSITION 2.3.

(a) Any p as in Theorem 2.2 is log plurisubharmonic.

(b) There is a continuous u

(c) There is a locally upper bounded ~p

(d) There is a continuous plurisubharmonic a : [-oc, oc) such
that w = {0152  01 satisfies Theorem 1.2.

Proof.

(a) This is because p is a homogeneous function. Let Ao be an open
disc in C, v E E) a holomorphic map. We need to show that
w - p o v : [0, oo) is log subharmonic; w is clearly continuous.
Let A cc Ao be a disc, q E O(C) a polynomial. We need to check that if
log w  Re(q) on the boundary 9A, then also on A, i.e., if 1 on
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a0, then on A, too.. is subharmonic on Ao part (a)
is proved.

(b) Letting u(xj = - min{1, dist(x, E Q, will do.

(c) Let V be open with .
define ~p by

and

We check that this cp will do. Our ~p is locally upper bounded: Suppose for a
contradiction that in Q and p(xn) - +oo. Then logPxn (f(xn)) -
-oo, and x E A, and xn E V for all n large enough, i.e., p(xn) = -1;
contradiction. Take an x with we check that

x E U. Indeed, if x E V, then x EVe U. If x V, then
0 &#x3E; Sp(x) + u(x), i.e., x E U by (b). Let x be in U, we
show that p(x) +  0. Indeed, if x E V, then cp(x) == -1 and
logPx(f(x))  0. If x E U B V, then cp(x) + log px (f (x)) = u(x)  0. Part

(c) is proved.

(d) Lempert’s theorem on plurisubharmonic domination (Theorem
2.1 ) gives a continuous plurisubharmonic o : : Q - R with 0 &#x3E; p. We

check that cx = o + log p o f will do. Indeed, a : Q - [-00, 00) is

continuous and plurisubharmonic by (a), and w is then pseudoconvex open;
A C cv since a = -oo on A. To see that w C U, let

. Then x C U by
(c). The proof of Proposition 2.3, and with it that of Theorem 1.2, is com-
plete. 0

3. Line bundles and Chern classes.

This section recalls briefly the classical relationship of holomorphic
line bundles and their Chern classes.

PROPOSITION 3.1.

(a) Let M be a complex Banach manifold and assume that

0. Then the group of isomorphism classes of
holomorphic line bundles on M is isomorphic to H2 (M, Z) via the Chern
map.

(b) Let Q be a paracompact Hausdorff space, A enclosed, Z the
sheaf of locally constant Z-valued functions. Then for each n E Hq (A, Z),
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q &#x3E; 0, there are an open set W with A c W c Q, and an n E Hq (W, Z)
with = n.

(c) Let X, Q be as in Theorem 1.1, M a complex submanifold of
Q as in Theorem 1.2, L - M a holomorphic line bundle. Suppose that

0) = 0. Then there are an w pseudoconvex open and a holomor-
phic line bundle with M C w C SZ and holomorphically
isomorphic to L.

Proof.

(a) This is a classical consequence of the exponential exact sequence
0 -~ Z - 0 -t 0* -t 1, where the second map is inclusion and the third

(b) Let n be represented by a cocycle of a locally finite open cov-
ering U of A. Refining U if necessary we find an open covering 9J of A
relative to which the components of n are globally constant Z-valued func-
tions. For each V E 9J choose an open V in Q with V n A = V. De-
fine iif, 0 ...q nVto...V: on Vo n ... f1 Vq, and let T? = {V : V E 9J},vo... q q

G == U ?; A C G and G is open in Q. Then n is a Z-valued q-

cochain on G indexed by D, and n. Let 0 be an open cover-

ing of G which is a locally finite refinement of # such that the com-
ponents of the coboundary 6fi of n are globally constant
Z-valued functions on an open neighborhood of Wo n ... n Wq+l. Let

obviously we have FnA = 0. Being a union of a locally finite family of closed
sets, F is closed in SZ. Let W = G B F. Then W is open in Q with A C W,
and (~n) ~W = 0. To see the latter look at a component at a

point then x E F,
and x g W. So Wo f1... n Wq+1 n A # 0, thus = 0 since

6(iiIA) = 6n = 0. As we have found an open neighborhood W
of A in Q such that fi is a cocycle on W, and represents n on A, the
proof of (b) is complete.

(c) Let n E H2 (M, Z) be the Chern class of L. By (b) extend n
to n E Z) where M C W c Q is open. Theorem 1.2 gives a

pseudoconvex open cv with M c w C W. Theorem 1.1 and (a) give a holo-
morphic line bundle A - w with Chern class fi. Then A~ M is isomorphic to
L by (a) since they have the same Chern class. The proof of Proposition 3.1
is complete. D
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4. A lemma.

This section proves an auxiliary vanishing result, Proposition 4.2, that
will be used in the proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4.

Let Q be a complex Banach manifold, L -; Q a holomorphic line
bundle with defining cocycle (guv ) E Z (U, C~* ), Z a Banach space. Denote
by L 0 Z the Banach vector bundle over Q with fiber type Z and defining
cocycle E where Idz : Z - Z is the identity.
For a complex Banach submanifold M of Q denote by the sheaf of

germs of sections of OLOZ over Q that vanish on M.

PROPOSITION 4.1. - Let X, Q be as in Theorem 1.1, L - SZ a
holomorphic line bundle, Z a Banach space. Then

Proof. Part (a) is [P2, Thm. 1.4], while (b) can be proved with a
slight modification of that proof. They also follow from [P5, Thm. 1.2 (b)]
for X = co or X = .~p, 1  p  oo, and from Theorem 6.1 in general.

Let X, Q be as in Theorem 1.1, Z a Banach space, Mo D ... ~

M~ submanifolds of SZ = Mo. Suppose that the ideal sheaf of Mj in
is an invertible sheaf isomorphic to where Lj - is a

holomorphic line bundle, j = 1,..., k.

Let L - be a holomorphic line bundle, then the sheaf 
of germs of all holomorphic sections that vanish on Mj is
isomorphic to = 1, ... ,1~.

PROPOSITION 4.2. - Resume the above notation. For all Q’ c Q

pseudoconvex open, and j = l, ... , k the following hold:

(a) There are a pseudoconvex open neighborhood wj C 0’ of Mj fl 0/,
a holomorphic vector bundle wj that is the sum of j holomor-
phic line bundles, and a holomorphic section gj E O(wj,Ej) such that

(b) For any open wo with My c wo C SZ’ there is a pseudoconvex
open w with Mj fl 0’ ewe wo.

(c) The restriction map
is surjective for all holomorphic line bundles 1
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for all holomorphic line bundles L --~

Proof. As (b) follows from (a) via Theorem 1.2, it remains to

prove (a), (c), (d), and (e), which we do by induction on j. The proofs of
(d) and (e) are essentially the same, but to prove (e) we require (d), too.

Let .7=1, and begin our induction proof.

(a) Let Ml be defined in Mo as the zero set Ml = Ih = 01 of a section
h E C7(Mo, Li ) . Then letting S2’, El = h, will do.

As Proposition 4.1 (b) shows that

the surjectivity

(d) We have an exact sequence 0 - C~ L 1 -~ C~ ~ OM1 -t 0

of analytic sheaves over By the associated long exact sequence in
cohomology we have 0 = n Of, 0) for q &#x3E; 1 since

(0/, C7) = (0/, OL1 ) == 0 by Proposition 4.1.

(e) Part (d) and Proposition 3.1 (c) give a pseudoconvex open set
w, and a holomorphic line bundle A - w with Ml n Q~ ewe Ql,
and A|M1 n SZ’ isomorphic to L. We may replace L by A and show that

0. We have an exact sequence 0 - 

of analytic sheaves over w. By the associated long
exact sequence in cohomology we have 0 = n

for q &#x3E; 1 since 0 by
Proposition 4.1.

Induction step. Suppose that Proposition 4.2 is proved for 1, 2, ... , I
j - 1, and let us prove it for j.

(a) By (d) for j - 1 Proposition 3.1 (c) gives a pseudoconvex open
wj with n Q’ C W j C wj - 1 , and a holomorphic line bundle wj
such that Aj - Lj on n Q’. Let Mj be defined in as the

zero set Mj Ih = 01 of a section h E We see by (c)
for j - 1, j - 2,..., 1 that h extends to an h E 0 (wj Then letting

completes the proof of (a) .
As part (e) of the case j - 1 gives 0 = n Q’, 

the surjectivity (c) of

o(mj n Q’ , L Q9 Z) follows.
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(d) We have an exact sequence 0 - OLj -t 0 -t 0 of

analytic sheaves over n By the associated long exact sequence in
cohomology we have 0 = Hq (mj-1 n 0/, n 0/, (9) for q &#x3E; 1
since by (e) of case j - 1.

(e) Part (d) and Proposition 3.1 (c) give a pseudoconvex open set
wand a holomorphic line bundle A - w with Mj n SZ’ C w C Q’, and
A I Mj n Ql isomorphic to L. We may replace L by A and show that 

0. We have an exact sequence 0 - 

-&#x3E; 0 of analytic sheaves over n w. By the associated long exactmi nw 
0

sequence in cohomology we have
for q &#x3E; 1 since n

w, 0 by (e) of case j - l. This completes the proof of the induction
step and that of Proposition 4.2. 0

5. The proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4.

To complete the proofs we need the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 5.1. - Let X, Q, Z, M be as in Theorem 1.4, 
a holomorphic line bundle, as in §4. Then

(b) Any section g E O(M, L®Z) extends to a section I

Proof. - Proposition 4.2 with Q’ = Q implies that

forq # l, j = 1,..., k. The case q = 1, j = k, - - ., 1 of the above proves (b).
Looking at the short exact sequence
of sheaves over Q, and noting that for

q &#x3E; 1 (by Proposition 4.2) together with (b) imply (a) and complete the
proof of Proposition 5.1, and that of Theorem 1.4. 0

Proof of Theorem 1.3. - Letting Q’ = Q, j = k in Proposition 4.2(e)
completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 0
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6. Recent developments.

Several months later than this paper was first written some new

developments took place. Using his plurisubharmonic domination in [L7]
Lempert found a much more flexible way of exhausting domains, and proved
the following.

THEOREM 6.1 (Lempert, [L8, Thm. 1.1]). - Let X be a Banach

space with a countable unconditional basis, 0 c X pseudoconvex open,
E - Q a holomorphic Banach vector bundle. Then OE) - 0 for all
q&#x3E;1.

This Theorem 6.1 has the following implication in our topic of

complete intersections in domains.

THEOREM 6.2. - Let X, Q be as in Theorem 6.1, Z a Banach space,
f E o(SZ, Z) not identically zero on any open subset of S2, M =={/== 01 C
Q the zero set of f . Assume that the crochet differential df (x) E Hom(X, Z)
is an epimorphism with split kernel for all x E M . Then

(a) There is a holomorphic retraction r : w - M of a pseudoconvex
open w with Mew C 0 onto M.

(b) Hq (M, = 0 for all q &#x3E; 1 and any holomorphic Banach vector
bundle E - M.

Note that Lempert also applies his Theorem 6.1 to prove a holomor-
phic retraction theorem [L8, Thm. 1.4] in a different context.

Proof of Theorem 6.2.

(a) As the condition df (x) be surjective with a split kernel is an open
condition by the inverse function theorem in Banach spaces, Theorem 1.2
gives a pseudoconvex open w1 with M C wl C Q such that df (x) is

surjective with split kernel for x E wl. Thus we have a locally split exact
sequence

of Banach vector bundles over WI, where the second map is inclusion, and
the third is (x, ç) H (x, df (x)~). We also have another locally split exact
sequence
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of Banach vector bundles over M, where TM is the holomorphic tangent
bundle of M regarded as a subbundle of the trivial bundle M x X, and
NM is the holomorphic normal bundle of M in Q. We claim that (6.1)
restricted to M is an exact sequence isomorphic to (6.2). To see this we
only need to check that Ker df (x), x E M, is the same subspace of
X as Clearly, TxM C for x E M, and since after suitable local
biholomorphisms near any point xo E our f (and df ) can be represented
by a linear epimorphism X - Z, the condition {f = 0} = M implies
TXM = Kx for .r E M as well.

We now show that (6.2) splits holomorphically over M. To this end
it is enough to show that (6.1) splits holomorphically over wi . The latter
follows from the splitting criterion HI Hom(w, x Z, K) ) = 0, which in
turn is a special case of Lempert’s Theorem 6.1.

Following Docquier-Grauert in [DG] a holomorphic splitting of (6.2)
yields in a standard way also in our infinite dimensional setting an open cv2
with M C cv2 C wi , and a holomorphic retraction r : w2 - M onto M; see
the proof of [L8, Thm. 1.4]. As Theorem 1.2 gives a pseudoconvex open
with Mew C c,~2, the proof of (a) is complete.

(b) Let r : w - M be a holomorphic retraction as in (a), r*E the
pullback of E, i : M - w the inclusion; r o i = Id on M. Since

is the identity map i*r* - (r o i)* = Id* = Id, and the middle group is zero
by Theorem 6.1, the proof of Theorem 6.2 is complete. 0

PROPOSITION 6.3. - Let X, Q, M be as in Theorem 6.2, E -t Q
a holomorphic Banach vector bundle, I the sheaf of germs of holomorphic
sections that vanish on M. Then

(a) 7:f~(~,7)=0fbr~~2.

(b) holomorphically trivial, then there is a pseudoconvex
open w with M C w C Q, and I ) = 0 for q &#x3E; 1.

Proof.

(a) Looking at the long cohomology sequence induced by the short
exact sequence 0 -~ I ~ OE -t O§§ - 0 of sheaves over Q, we see that

since 0’) - 0 by Theorem 6.1.
As and the latter is zero by Theorem 6.2 (b),
part (a) is proved.
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(b) Let w be as in Theorem 6.2 (a), then the restriction map

O(Q, E) - O(M, E) is surjective. Arguing as in (a) completes the proof of
Proposition 6.3. 0

Note that there is a hope that the proof of Proposition 6.3 (a) will be
achieved soon also for the most important value q = 1.

We have seen that some vanishing theorems can be proved for the
simplest complex Banach manifolds. As it is currently unknown, it would
be important to find out which class of complex Banach manifolds could
play a role similar to that of the Stein manifolds in finite dimensions. The
methods of this paper may be relevant for treating some kind of singular
complete intersections, too.
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